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About This Game

Adventures of forsenE: The Hobo Knight is a platform style game where the title and content were decided by you, the bajs.
The star is Forsen, a dishevelled hobo streamer whose girlfriend and snus are unexpectedly stolen by a ‘transparent figure’. To
reclaim his love and addiction, he must fight through seven levels of warrias, beating long forgotten bosses and making friends
along the way. Expect well-known faces in his adventures, such as Pajlada, as you traverse your way to Spain to confront the

final boss.

This game realies the boundary between entertaining lidl games and polished AAA games. Each level is estimated to be 1 hour
long, creating at least 7 hours of grabbing gameplay.

The creators include: InfiniteGachi, the developer and streamer, Tom Streets, a talented graphic designer, and Fatherpucci1, the
sound designer and renowned performance artist.

This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, businesses, places, events, locales, and incidents are either the products of the
author’s imagination or used in a fictitious manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely

coincident
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Title: Adventures of forsenE: The Hobo Knight
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Infinitegachi, Fatherpucci1, Aleksey Yurevich Frolov
Publisher:
Cybernite PR
Franchise:
Adventure of forsenE
Release Date: 28 Jun, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: 2+ GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Video Card with 512 MB

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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Game launches, but I can't actually start a new game. Reviews are obviously faked as there are some reviews with > 50 hours,
and (as of time of this review), it hasn't even been out for a day.
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